
Topics: 
-Exporting Illustrator Paths 
from photoshop
-Bevel Plus
-Boolean command
-Bevel

The First projects you would probably have once you entered in the 3d industry are Logo 
Animations. But you will find it sometimes very hard to copy the shape of text via extrude 
and moving vertices of polygon cubes around. There’s an easy and faster way. And that 
is through Illustrator files. You can either use Adobe Illustrator or Adobe Photoshop to 
export your graphics. 
 
 In this tutorial though, we will just use photoshop. Lets get started!

First create and layout your graphics in Adobe Photoshop.

Note: If you notice at our graphics, it is not all text; there is a heart shape replacing “a” in 
candy. This is to show that you can use any kind of illustrator shapes to be extruded in 3d 
including text and custom shapes.



Next, we trace our graphics with the pen tool in Adobe Photoshop.

Start tracing all your text and shapes.



Once you are done, go to your “Paths” Tab and click the top right menu and “Save Path”

Once you save your path, Export it as an Illustrator File. Go to File>Export>Paths to 
Illustrator.



Now open your Maya. Go to File>Import. And import the file you just saved.

As you can see, all your traced illustrator paths are imported on your scene ready to be 
extruded in 3D.



Now thats a lot of illustrator path curves. To make it easier for us to select and move, we 
will group it all together. 
Select ALL your paths and go to Edit>Group.

Next, to make it easier to manipulate, lets also move our pivot point to the center.
Select our group and go to Modify>Center Pivot.



Once our pivot is centered, its now easier for us to move and rotate our illustrator paths.

Lets move and position our Illustrator paths to the center. Then rotate it so that it lays 
down on the grid flat.



To make our Illustrator paths 3d, we will go to  the “Surfaces” Menu Set.

Then while our Illustrator path is selected, Go to Surfaces>Bevel Plus.

Note: You can only use Bevel Plus “one Illustrator path at a time” only.



Now all of our Illustrator paths are in 3d. Good job! 
Next lets make our heart shape into a candy box with chocolates inside.

Lets go back to our “Polygons” Menu Set.



To carve a hole inside our heart shape, we will need two things.
The shape of the hole(Prism) and the shape that it will be carving into (Heartbox Shape).

Create a Polygon Prism Primitive.
Go to create>Polygon Primitives>Prism.

Next, lets add some more sides to our Prism shape by looking into the “INPUTS”
on your channel box window.



Set Number of Sides to 8.

Then place our Prism to our heart box shape, make sure it intersects it.



Duplicate our Prism shape a few more times so that we have lots of chocolate pockets in 
our box.

Next we will carve a hole into our heart shape. 

1. Select the “heart box”
2. Then select one of our Prism shapes
3. Go to Mesh>Booleans>Difference.



Now we have carved a hole inside our heart shape. 
“Note the deeper your Prism shape intersects your heart shape the deeper the hole.”

Now repeat the Mesh>Boolean>Difference step, to each of the Prism shape.

Oops, there’s a problem. By the third boolean command, it won’t work anymore. Thats 
because our history (like the history in photoshop) is already full for our heart shape.
You can solve this by Deleting History in your Edit Menu.
Select your Heart shape and  go to “EDIT>DELETE BY TYPE>HISTORY” and try it again.



Once you finished doing the boolean command on all your prisms, this is what it looks 
like. 

Next is we make the chocolates!

Lets make another Prism Polygon Primitive.
Go to Create>Polygon Primitive>Prism.



Make our Number of Sides 8 for our Prism.

Then lets round our edges using “Bevel” command.
Select our Prism then go to EDIT MESH>BEVEL.



Set your Bevel settings so that our edges are round all around.

Place your chocolates inside your box.



For detail, lets just adjust our heart shape a little bit more.
Select all the faces around our sides.

Then go to  EDIT MESH>Extrude. And extrude our heart shape to have an extra step 
wider from our previous heart shape.



Good Job! You’re done. In this image, I just duplicated the heart shape and placed it on 
top of the other heart shape so that it will look like a cover of our chocolate box.

Make sure to render your scene in Ambient Occlusion and save it along with your Maya 
scene file. Save it inside your folder in our server, 
name it: LASTNAME_FIRSTNAME-exercise#.mb & LASTNAME_FIRSTNAME-
exercise#.jpg


